**TYPICAL EXAMPLES**

**NOTES**

1. All signs are Type II - Type H Reflective
2. Color:
   - Background - Green
   - Message - White
3. Message Series - E except as noted
4. Colors for shields shall be according to the applicable route marker specifications.
5. Size 1 - 6" UC 4½" LC letters, 12" Shield
   Size 2 - 8" UC 6½" LC Letters, 18" Shield
TYPICAL EXAMPLES

1. All signs are Type J - Type SH Reflective
2. Color:
   - Background: Green
   - Message: White
3. Message Series - E Modified
4. Colors for shields shall be according to the applicable route marker specifications.
5. Size 3 - 10" UC 8" LC Letters, 24" Shield

SIZE 3

D1-70

2" Border
9" Radius

D1-71

3" Border
12" Radius

NOTES